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“… the measurement 
of a relationship

the measurement

is taken.” 

depends on where



Y

two variables

X

determine relationship 
significance and type

relationships across geography



… what does it mean for 
two variables to be

related to each other?



“good” relationships



“good” relationships

null relationships



low entropy

higher entropy

null relationships

“good” relationships



variable Y

low entropy



variable Y

high entropy



variable Y variable X



variable Y variable X
mutual

information



minimum spanning trees

low entropy

higher entropy



…how do we know if the 
relationship is

SIGNIFICANT???



Permutation-based 
distribution estimation



feature



each feature 
has two 
values

Y X

dependent explanatory



relationship
between       and     x

is evaluated for a 
neighborhood

Y X



relationship
between       and     x

is evaluated for a 
neighborhood

Y X



neighborhood distribution of variables minimum spanning tree entropy value



what is the probability 
that the observed entropy
exists while      and      are 

actually independent from 
each other?

Y X



observed local entropy

0.56



0.56

start a permutation



0.56

the dependent values        are shuffled, while 
explanatory values       are kept the same

Y

X



0.56

minimum spanning trees and entropy are 
calculated for the permutation



0.56

0.64

minimum spanning trees and entropy are 
calculated for the permutation



permutations
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neighborhood



permutations

permutation 
entropy distribution

neighborhood
Y
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observed entropy is converted to a p-value

permutation 
entropies

0.55 0.65

p-value = 0.0012

observed entropy
0.56



entropy helps determine 
if relationships are significant,

but it does not tell us
what type of relationship exists



classifying the 
local relationships



Positive Linear Negative Linear Convex Concave

Undefined Complex Not Significant



start with the distribution 
of the significant feature’s

neighborhood



estimate an ordinary linear 
regression model and 

calculate AICc



square of X

estimate a second 
linear regression model 

using the square of 
the explanatory variable



AICc values are compared, and a model is selected

X

Y Y

square of X

linear model quadratic model

AICc: -42.3 AICc: -51.4



is the R2 value 
greater 

than 0.05?

Yes

No

which model 
was chosen?

linear

quadratic

sign of 
coefficient?

sign of 
coefficient?

positive

negative

positive

negative

Positive Linear

Negative Linear

Convex

Concave
Undefined Complex



entropy

classify type



Positive Linear



Positive Linear





Convex



Convex





Negative Linear



Negative Linear



Positive Linear

Negative Linear

Concave

Convex

Undefined Complex

Not Significant



Demo






